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All work has been supported by the Economic and Social Research Council and Secondary Data Analysis Initiative except *
Academic Conferences

- ‘On the association between routine activities and the decline in stranger and acquaintance violence’. In the session: ‘Changing patterns of crime and the crime drop’ *Stockholm Criminology Symposium*, Stockholm, 8-10 Jun. 2015.
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Key Outreach Activities on the Crime Drop by the Research Team

- Dr Ganpat presented the findings to the College of Policing Evidence Based Policing Showcase, Ryton, 11 May 2016.
- Dr Thompson presented the findings to the Home Office, London, 27 April 2016.
- Board member, Professor Tseloni, presented preliminary results to the Nottingham Crime & Drugs Partnership Board, Nottingham, 14 March 2016.
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b02zkr99/Newsnight_Scotland_19_06_2013/

2014 House of Commons Oral Evidence taken before the Justice Committee on ‘Crime reduction policies: A co-ordinated approach?’ 28 January